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Problem

Learning a new language is tough even for a hu-
man being. Here we explore different techniques
of Dynamic NLP through which an intelligent
agent can learn a new language like Bengali or
Telugu (word, pattern and syntax learning) from
video commentaries.

Our Approach

•We collected 18 commentaries in Bengali and 9 in
Telugu for a particular video.

•Next step was to construct a histogram for each
data set and group them into clusters by applying
the Bhattacharyya distance.

•The corpus is now divided into:
• Family-lect : commentaries which have a lot of
similarity

• Multi-lect : the variations come under this category.
•Now perform Contrastive Association and
system learns some high-confidence words for
each concept.

•To prune the corpus, we cut down the words
with high frequency and low contrastive score or
extremely low freq.

•We use word2Vec model to learn the
synonyms present in the corpus.

•For pattern and syntax learning, we applied the
ADIOS algorithm.

Figure 1: Dynamic NLP approach overview [1]

Contrastive Association

For disjoint concepts c1, c2 we divide the sentences
into sets - those that occur in commentaries for video
involving c1 , and those that occur for c2 [4].

Scorewi,c1 = P (wi, c1)/P (wi, c2) (1)
The following results were obtained for Bengali:

Figure 2: Contrastive Association on Bengali,Telugu

Histogram Similarity using
Bhattacharyya distance

To measure the similarity of two discrete probability
distributions, we calculate the Bhattacharyya coef-
ficient as:
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where samples a and b have n partitions, and∑
ai,

∑
bi are the no. of members of samples a

and b in ith partition. For discrete distribution
Bhattadistance = −ln(Bhattacoef ).

Figure 3: Clustering of Histograms from Bhattacharyya dist.

ADIOS(Automatic Distillation of
Structure)

Adios works in an unsupervised fashion to extract
significant patterns from a raw unannotated corpus.
It works based on two principal components.
? Representational Data Structure
? Pattern Acquisition Algorithm
Probabilistic inference of pattern acquisition is used
to cluster similar lexicons and recursive construction
is used to hierarchically generate more complex pat-
terns. Significance of patterns is determined using
the motif extraction criterion [3]. At the end of
each iteration, the most significant pattern is added
to the lexicon as a new unit and the graph is rewired
by merging the paths it subsumes. Algorithm stops
when new patterns or equivalence classes are not
discovered anymore.

Figure 4: Equivalence classes obtained from ADIOS

Applying word2vec model on our
corpus

The word2vec tool provides an efficient implementa-
tion of continuous bag-of-words and skip-gram
architectures for computing vector representations
of words. Here we apply it on our small corpus and
interestingly we get quite good results in Bengali.
It has learnt synonyms and also it can find the odd
word out from a given list.

Figure 5: Results from word2vec

RESULTS OF ADIOS

Figure 6: Results from ADIOS for Bengali,Telugu

Conclusion

Comparison with already existing work:
• [1] applies dynamic NLP on Hindi and English
languages. Both [1] and [2], the grounding of target
did not achieve high confidence. But Telugu,Bengali
corpus yielded high confidence association of on,after
target.
• Apart from ADIOS we also used word2Vec to
study equivalence classes and performance was re-
ally good.
We are implementing Morphosyntactic discov-
ery as final step where we will do a text-based
morphological similarity analysis using Levenshtein
distances between words (for example, in Bengali
lokhyo and lokhye both refer to the same semantic
concept target). These variations in pattern can be
due to tense or gender difference in a language.
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